INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING AIR CLEANER EXTENSION STACK ON FORD-FERGUSON TRACTOR

1. Cut out template shown below and lay along the bead around the rounded right-hand back corner of the battery cover opening.
2. Locate center punch mark at position indicated on template.
3. Cut a 2” diameter hole through the hood using the center punch mark as center.
4. Remove air cleaner assembly from tractor.
5. Remove top screen assembly from air cleaner and cut out cover support bracket with a pair of snips.
6. Attach air stack extension assembly using the clamp provided for this purpose.
7. Remove cap from top of air stack extension.
8. Replace air cleaner assembly in its former position by pushing the air stack tube up through the hole which was cut in the hood.
9. Replace air stack cap.

LOCATE CENTER PUNCH MARK HERE FOR 2" HOLE
CUT ALONG THIS LINE
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